ABSTRACT
In this paper , we consider the problem of optimal portfolio selection with upper bound constraints on individual securities using a constant cor relation model and a single index model. The results of our study, which are at variance with those arrived at by Elton , Gruber, and Padberg in an earlier study , indicate that their ranking criterion for portfolio selection is invalid.
We have developed an algorithm which provides an optimal solu tion to the portfolio problem.
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In recent years, Elton and Gruber (1981] , and Elton, Grube� and Padberg (hereafter EGP) [ 1976, 1977A, l 978A, 1978B, 1979] have established simple criteria for optimal portfolio selection using a variety of models, such as single index, multi-index, and constant correlation models. Their work represents an important advancement in mean-variance portfolio analysis, since for each ·of these models exact solutions to portfolio problems disal lowing short sales of risky securities can be obtained directly via their simple ranking procedures.
EGP ( l 977B] have also extended their analysis using a constant correlati. on model, as well as a single index model, to incorporate upper limits on investment in individual securities. Such an extension is particularly useful as institutions are often restricted by law, and individual investors by choice, from investing more than a certain fraction of funds in any one security in a portfolio.
Unfortunately, as pointed out below, there is a missing term in the EGP (1977B] expression of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for optimality for each of the two models. Because of this, the ranking criterion that they use to select optimal portfolios is no longer valid. In fact, with the correct expression, their algorithm cannot be implemented at all. In view of this, we propose another algorithm in the present study.
In the following, the portfolio problem is treated separately for a constant correlation model in Section 1, and a single index model in Section 2.
Conside � ing that the variance-covariance structures of security returns as characterized by the two models are mathematically analogous, the alge braic forms of their solutions for the same portfolio problem are essentially equivalent. Since a common algorithm can be established to reach opti mal portfolios, only one of the two cases needs to be presented in detail.
We have chosen the constant correlation model as have EGP.
conclude the present study in Section 3.
Finally, we 1.
Optimal Portfolio Selection Using a Constant Correlation Model
Following EGP, we first set up the optimization problem:
<J p subject to and -X. � 0,
Here, R P is the expected return on the portfolio, R f is the risk-free rate of interest for len ding and borrowing, a p is the standard deviation of port folio returns, X i is the fraction of funds invested in security i with short sales disallowed (i. e., X. > O), R. is the expected return on security i,
<J ij is the cov�riance of ret urns between security i and security j, n is the number of securities considered for inclusion in the portfo . lio, and C i is the upper bound for X i . The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for optimality are
Here, a ' and µ ! are Lagrange multipli,_ ers.
( 2 )
For a model where the correlation coefficient between all security returns is a positive constant p, the first Kuhn-Tucker condition given by equation· ( 1) can be expressed as n n
-2 where Z. = X.(R -Rf)/cr • To simplify notation, let a.= cr o!/(1-p) and
where�= p E cr.Z,, and the complementarity conditions (2) can be stated as
Following EGP, let us define N as the set of n securities, KcN as the set of k securities in the optimal portfolio, and Hc:K as the set of x securities invested at their respective upper bounds. Then, using the complementarity conditions (5), we have n What it amounts to is that E C j oj is missing from the expression. Based j=l j*i on the incomplete expression , they arrive at the ranking property that "If 
and Y j > O. For security i, equation (7) gives However, for security j, equation (7) gives
/cr j ' security j but not security i belongs to the optimal portfolio.
In the following, we propose a different algorithm for the same portfolio problem.
Combining equations (4) and (6) yields
Note that the solution of the optimal portfolio selection problem without 
1 .Q. being the Kronecker delta (i. e., t. 11 =1 and t. 11 =0 for i ;t:t).
* (11)
( 1 2 ) On ce sets H and K are identified, values of z 1 · and a i .9. for all ie:N and teH can be computed directly using equations (10) The task now is to determine which of the n securities belong to set H and which belong to set KG· The procedure is as follows:
1.
Determine initial set K using EGP's [1981, 1976, 1978B] ranking procedure for the optimal portfolio that disallows short sales of risky securities but has no upper bound on investment in individual securities.
2.
Compute z * for all ieN using equation (10). 6.
-9 -Replace C. by B. for all ie H in equations (12) and (13) and determine 1 1 o i for all ieH using these equations.
t Compute Z i in equation (11) for all ie N.
7. Determine a set K' such that z! > 0 for ieK'. that still maintains E B. > 1, and go to step 5. Otherwise, stop.
ieK . i
At the start of the above procedure, we initialize set K as the one corresponding to the optimal portfolio without upper bound constraints. If E C. < 1, the initial set K clearly does not have sufficient capacity to ie K 1 accommodate the funds to be distributed.
Since the ranking hierarchy of securities cannot be used to select additional securities for set K for increasing it s capacity, we choose to change each upper bound C. to ieN, and revise set K to be the one containing all securities ieN with Z. > 0. Our criterion for revising set K can be justified on the grounds 1.
that a positive Z i indicates that security i should belong to the portfolio. rities which have been labelled in such a way that security i is ranked no lower than security i+l, the optimal portfolio without the upper bound constraints has the first 6 securities in set K. respectively, and an optimal portfolio is reached. ie:K l.
calculations for o i for ie:H, we reach the optimal portfolio as required.
The corresponding sets H and K are respectively {1, 2, ••• ,6,10 } and {l, 2,
•.
• ,7 ,9,10, 12, 14 } .
Note that in the optimal portfolio, security 11 e:N-K, while securities 12 and 14 e:K. Likewise, securities 11 and 13 e:N-K, while security 14 e:K.
Such results clearly demonstrate that iz J'e: K and (R -R )/cr > i f i ( R j -R f )/cr j , it does not always follow that ie:K. To provide additional support to this argument, we have also sought the optimal portfolio using our algorithm for the example shown in Table I 1 where z.
we have [
where sets R and K, and implicitly set N, are defined as before.
A comparison between equation (16) security k is in the optimal portfolio, then so is security i.
-
and security k is in the optimal portfolio, then so is security i" (p. 962). For the same reason given earlier in the constant correlation model, such a statement cannot be considered valid, and therefore the4.r algorithm will not always provide optimal solutions.
The striking similarity between the expressions for Z i in equations (4) and (16) 
Again, the solution of the optimal portfolio selection problem without the * upper bound constraints is max (Z. ,0) (see EGP [1981, 1976, 1978B] ) for all e.
( E -t)c2
. e:K u J j � ii being the Kronecker delta.
Since the same algorithm as described in Section 1 for the constant correlation model also applies to this case, there is no need to duplicate the description here. study on the same topic, we demonstrate that, in selecting additional secur ities to the portfolio, one cannot depend on the ranking hierarchy based on the excess-return-to-risk ratios of securities. To see this, suppose that security i is ranked higher than security j, but neither belong to the opti mal portfolio without the upper bound constraints. If security j is -in the optimal portfolio with upper bounds, it does not follow that security i must also be there. We show that the Elton, Gruber,. and Padberg statement that security i must also be in the optimal portfolio does not always hold because of a missing term in their expression of the first Kuhn-Tucker condition.
As their algorithm for optimal portfolio selection with upper bounds is based on the preservation of ranking properties carried over from the same problem without upper bounds, it is natural that the portfolio reached is not always optimal.
In this paper, a different algorithm is developed. 137.
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